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"If more business books were as useful, concise, and just plain fun to read as THE MCKINSEY WAY, the business world would be
a better place." --Julie Bick, best-selling author of ALL I REALLY NEED TO KNOW IN BUSINESS I LEARNED AT MICROSOFT.
"Enlivened by witty anecdotes, THE MCKINSEY WAY contains valuable lessons on widely diverse topics such as marketing,
interviewing, team-building, and brainstorming." --Paul H. Zipkin, Vice-Dean, The Fuqua School of Business It's been called "a
breeding ground for gurus." McKinsey & Company is the gold-standard consulting firm whose alumni include titans such as "In
Search of Excellence" author Tom Peters, Harvey Golub of American Express, and Japan's Kenichi Ohmae. When Fortune 100
corporations are stymied, it's the "McKinsey-ites" whom they call for help. In THE MCKINSEY WAY, former McKinsey associate
Ethan Rasiel lifts the veil to show you how the secretive McKinsey works its magic, and helps you emulate the firm's well-honed
practices in problem solving, communication, and management. He shows you how McKinsey-ites think about business problems
and how they work at solving them, explaining the way McKinsey approaches every aspect of a task: How McKinsey recruits and
molds its elite consultants; How to "sell without selling"; How to use facts, not fear them; Techniques to jump-start research and
make brainstorming more productive; How to build and keep a team at the top its game; Powerful presentation methods, including
the famous waterfall chart, rarely seen outside McKinsey; How to get ultimate "buy-in" to your findings; Survival tips for working in
high-pressure organizations. Both a behind-the-scenes look at one of the most admired and secretive companies in the business
world and a toolkit of problem-solving techniques without peer, THE MCKINSEY WAY is fascinating reading that empowers every
business decision maker to become a better strategic player in any organization.
This book presents the full scope of Design Thinking in theory and practice, bringing together prominent opinion leaders and
experienced practitioners who share their insights, approaches and lessons learned. As Design Thinking is gaining popularity in
the context of innovation and information management, the book elaborates the specific interpretations and meanings of the
concept in different fields including engineering, management, and information technology. As such, it offers students and
professionals a sourcebook revealing the power of Design Thinking, while providing academics a roadmap for further research.
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The groundbreaking follow-up to the international bestsellera hands-on guide to putting McKinsey techniques to work in your
organization McKinsey & Company is the most respected and most secretive consulting firm in the world, and business readers
just can't seem to get enough of all things McKinsey. Now, hot on the heels of his acclaimed international bestseller The McKinsey
Way, Ethan Rasiel brings readers a powerful new guide to putting McKinsey concepts and skills into actionThe McKinsey Mind.
While the first book used case studies and anecdotes from former and current McKinseyites to describe how "the firm" solves the
thorniest business problems of their A-list clients, The McKinsey Mind goes a giant step further. It explains, step-by-step, how to
use McKinsey tools, techniques and strategies to solve an array of core business problems and to make any business venture
more successful. Designed to work as a stand-alone guide or together with The McKinsey Way, The McKinsey Mind follows the
same critically acclaimed style and format as its predecessor. In this book authors Rasiel and Friga expand upon the lessons
found in The McKinsey Way with real-world examples, parables, and easy-to-do exercises designed to get readers up and
running.
Higher Education Strategy and Planning draws together a team of expert contributors from across the sector to offer contemporary
descriptions of practice in Higher Education and critical reflections on that practice. Many of the tools and techniques transcend
the particular national system within which they are situated and therefore have global relevance for all those interested in strategy
and planning in Higher Education. Containing chapters on each of the major functions or capabilities of strategic planners,
critiques of global policy trends, framework examples and explanations of the main league tables both in the UK and globally, the
book is divided into five main parts: - Context and Positioning; - Integrated Planning; - Centrality, Co-ordination and Connection; Analytical Capacity and Capability; - Insight and Information. This text offers a contemporary representation of strategic planning
and will be an indispensable guide for all those who work in or study Higher Education, particularly aimed at those who work in
strategy, planning and leadership roles.
This book compares the approaches of consultants and academic advisers and provides an in-depth analysis of their advice
argumentation. Both compete on the market for economic advice, with consultants enjoying a larger market share and usually
obtaining higher fees. However, academics criticize them for overcharging, shallowness, and quick-and-dirty methods. So, are
consultants clients misled or even cheated? Not necessarily. The book reveals that academics have drawbacks as well; their
arguments are less balanced than those of consultants and their estimates contradict each other more. Economic Advice and
Rhetoric argues that clients should be cautious, challenging academics to reconsider their understanding of consulting practices.
Onno Bouwmeester illustrates that the instrumental concept of academic advice as assumed by mainstream economists and
policy scientists does not guide the practice of academic advisers and thus creates wrong expectations. He deconstructs the
current understanding of academic advice, and counters the view held by critical academics that consultants rhetoric is misleading
by comparing it to the rhetoric of academics. This rhetorical analysis will be informative to academics and advisors with an interest
in the subject of consulting. Students aiming to become consultants, as well as consultants who want to learn more about
academic advisers as their competitors, will also find this book an invaluable resource.
Today’s business organizations, especially large ones, are complex places; difficult to manage and to control. Much of this complexity is selfinduced and too much of the management of these organizations is done on an ad hoc basis. Different reporting, control and management
systems are used in different parts of the company and often these are incompatible, making it difficult, sometimes impossible for top
management to know what is going on. Consequently it is an arduous task for managers to make strategic plans for the business or react
quickly to changes in the environment. This book shows how much of this complexity can be smoothed away through the introduction of
overarching management frameworks that are complete, consistent and comprehensive; bringing all the various parts of the organization
together as a single system. It provides a whole-firm view of management and suggests that reputational and ethical issues are equally
important to marketing, operations and finance and need to be considered within the framework. Management Frameworksis a practical and
insightful book; offering students the tools and knowledge required for viewing strategy and management holistically. It will be required
reading for executive education classes in strategic management and will find a ready audience with thinking managers everywhere.
Felix Schulze-Borges entwickelt ein fundiertes Performanceverständnis für Professional Service Firms und bettet dieses thematisch in das
strategische Management ein. Um die Performance für das Management handhabbar zu machen, identifiziert er deren zentrale
Determinanten und integriert diese anhand ihrer Wirkungszusammenhänge in ein entsprechendes Performance-Management-System.
The Oxford Handbook of Talent Management offers academic researchers, advanced postgraduate students, and reflective practitioners a
state-of-the-art overview of the key themes, topics, and debates in talent management. The Handbook is designed with a multi-disciplinary
perspective in mind and draws upon perspectives from, inter alia, human resource management, psychology, and strategy to chart the
topography of the area of talent management and to establish the base of knowledge in the field. Furthermore, each chapter concludes by
identifying key gaps in our understanding of the area of focus. The Handbook is ambitious in its scope, with 28 chapters structured around
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five sections. These include the context of talent management, talent and performance, talent teams and networks, managing talent flows,
and contemporary issues in talent management. Each chapter is written by a leading international scholar in the area and thus the volume
represents the authoritative reference for anyone working in the area of talent management.
This indispensable guide provides a roadmap to the broad and varied career development opportunities in bioengineering, biotechnology,
and related fields. Eminent practitioners lay out career paths related to academia, industry, government and regulatory affairs, healthcare,
law, marketing, entrepreneurship, and more. Lifetimes of experience and wisdom are shared, including "war stories," strategies for success,
and discussions of the authors’ personal views and motivations.
With the rise of the global economy and the increasing interconnectedness of all fields, architects find themselves confronted with new tasks
and fields of activity – the profession is in flux. Renowned international experts from Europe and the United States discuss this development
in twenty-five technical papers: What competences do architects have that can help them to meet the challenges of new tasks? What
additional skills and knowledge will they need? What concrete strategies are architects already using today to hold their own in new fields of
activity? What can be learned from this? The book begins with a brief introduction by the editor, who frames these problems and issues and
embeds the essays within the larger context of contemporary architectural discourse. Short biographies of the authors at the end of the book
round off the publication. Mit fortschreitender globaler Ökonomisierung und Vernetzung entstehen für Architekten neue Betätigungsfelder und
das Berufsbild befindet sich im Wandel. International renommierte Experten aus Europa und den USA setzen sich in 25 Fachbeiträgen mit
dieser Entwicklung auseinander: Welche Kompetenzen bringen Architekten mit, um sich neuen Aufgabenbereichen zu stellen? Welche
Fähigkeiten und Kenntnisse müssen zusätzlich erworben werden? Mit welchen konkreten Strategien behaupten sich Architekten bereits
heute in neu erschlossenen Betätigungsfeldern? Welche Einsichten können daraus gewonnen werden? Am Anfang des Buches steht eine
kurze Einführung des Herausgebers, der diese Fragestellungen verklammert und die Beiträge in den aktuellen Architekturdiskurs einbettet.
Kurzbiografien der Autoren im Anhang des Buches runden die Publikation ab.
This book will be helpful to anyone starting down the exciting and challenging road of consulting. Learn from best practices in the 12 case
studies that analyze the success of consulting organizations.
Based on four decades of experience and research, Navigating Strategic Decisions: The Power of Sound Analysis and Forecasting explains
how to improve the decision-making process in your organization through the use of better long-term forecasts and decision support. Filled
with time-tested methodologies and models, it provides you with the tools to establish the organization, processes, methods, and techniques
required for analyzing and forecasting strategic decisions. Describing how to foster the conditions required for forecasts to materialize, this
book will help you rank project valuations and select higher value creation projects. It also teaches you how to: Assess the commercial
feasibility of large projects Apply sanity checks to forecasts and assess their resource implications Benchmark best-in-class strategic
forecasting organizations, processes, and practices Identify project risks and manage project uncertainty Analyze forecasting models and
scenarios to determine controllable levers Pinpoint factors needed to ensure that forecasted future states materialize as expected This book
provides you with the benefit of the author’s decades of hands-on experience. In this book, John Triantis shares valuable insights on
strategic planning, new product development, portfolio management, and business development groups. Describing how to provide worldclass support to your corporate, market, and other planning functions, the book provides you with the tools to consistently make improved
decisions that are based on hard data, balanced evaluations, well considered scenarios, and sound forecasts.

Utilizing a skill and ability-based competency approach can be used to develop both individuals and organizations. Whether the
skills are developed through on-the-job training or trained through educational programs, to be proficient is to gain mastery in the
defined area. These standards of proficiency separate the talented from those that have talent and utilize this talent. Competencymodels, systematic integration, and application of competency-models are a focus in today’s work environment to remain
competitive and to attract quality talent. Therefore, focusing on the identification of management skillsets and the alignment of
competency-models with organizational goals to achieve integration through the use of a system are essential to move from good
to great management. Integration and Application of Business Graduate and Business Leader Competency-Models is a pivotal
reference source that examines how educational competency-based programs and industry needs are being met, along with how
best to meet and achieve desired strategic organizational outcomes through integration. By highlighting the organizational need for
recruitment, development, and success through scalable approaches at all organizational levels, this book is ideally designed for
business graduates, organizational leaders, managers, students, academicians, and researchers in the fields of leadership, social
science, organizational development, and business management.
The fifth edition of what was formerly know as The ESOMAR Handbook of Market and Opinion Research has been completely
revised to reflect the latest approaches in the rapidly changing world of professional market research. The new Handbook stands
out from earlier editions by explaining the latest research techniques and methodologies within a contemporary business context.
Yet it remains an invaluable and practical day to day reference work for the modern market researcher. Truly international in
outlook and approach, the Handbook combines contributions from over 40 research thought leaders and specialists from across
the world including the UK, US, Europe, Australia and S.E.Asia. "The editors and authors make an overdue contribution to bridging
the Theory-Practice divide. Their client perspective will delight, inform and inspire market research specialists and users alike."
—Prof. Seán Meehan (Switzerland), Martin Hilti Professor of Marketing and Change Management, IMD – International Institute for
Management Development
The must-read summary of Ethan Rasiel and Paul Friga's book: “The McKinsey Mind: Understanding and Implementing the
Problem-Solving Tools and Management Techniques of the World’s Top Strategic Consulting Firm”. This complete summary of
the ideas from "The McKinsey Mind" explores the reasons behind the tremendous success of the eponymous strategic consulting
firm, and presents the structured problem-solving process each McKinsey consultant uses in order to develop (and often help
implement) solutions to their client’s strategic problems. In this useful summary, you will learn how to use the McKinsey problemsolving methodology, so as to improve your decision-making success rate, structure your thinking about business problems, and
win more people over to your way of thinking. Added-value of this summary: • Save time • Understand the key concepts • Expand
your business knowledge To learn more, read "The McKinsey Mind" and discover how to solve problems efficiently!
The Mckinsey MindTata McGraw-Hill Education
' This pioneering book offers a unique constellation of essays focused on the important social and economic changes affecting
educational institutions in China. It provides an in-depth examination of the potential and obstacles for business and management
education in the world's second largest economy and most populated country. This volume is an essential resource for anyone
with an interest in teaching, developing a new program, or entering into a joint venture in China. A wide range of topics, such as
economic transition, pedagogical issues, professional training and alliance formation, are discussed from the standpoint of deans,
educators, directors and consultants of educational institutions hailing from both the East and the West. Contents:Economic
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Transition and International Cooperation:Economic Transition and Management Skills: The Case of China (X Bai & P
Enderwick)Managing in a Relation-based Environment: A Teaching Agenda for International Business (S Li & S
Maurer)Pedagogical Issues in ChinaEast Meets West: The Dilemma of Management Pedagogy in China (X Wang et al.)Meeting
China's Need for Case-Based Teaching Material: The Ivey Business School Experience (P W Beamish et al.)Professional
Business Training in China:Trends and Practices in Management Development in China (N Lynton & F Bressot)Building a
Qualified Team of Management Consultants: The Professional Training and Certification of Management Consultants in China (W
Zhang & Y Zhang)A Cross-Cultural, Cross-Discipline Business Education Program in Mainland China: Training a Managerial
Workforce for China's Economic Transition (H Kleinmann & L Lu)and other papers Readership: Deans, educators, consultants,
researchers and policy makers dealing with international business; business people interested in the Chinese social and economic
environments. Keywords:Chinese;China;Economy;Education;Institutions;Alliance;Pedagogy;Training;Joint Ventures;MBA
Schools;Business;ManagementKey Features:The most comprehensive and authoritative book on Chinese business and
management educationDistinguished contributors include Paul Beamish from the Richard Ivey School of Business of the
University of Western OntarioAn essential read before departure to China whether you are going to teach, negotiate, or plan to
enter the marketProvides a good reference on emergent labor markets that exist for highly educated managerial talent in
ChinaReviews:“This volume contains a wealth of valuable information and data on technical aspects of business education and
delivery systems, including the Chinese focus on entrepreneurship. It is a worthy reference manual for anyone who seeks to
understand the cross-fertilization between Western business education and emerging higher education in China.”Robert G
Hawkins Emeritus Professor of Management and Economics Georgia Institute of Technology “This book will be useful for both
Western as well as Chinese instructors in business education. On the one hand, the Western instructors will pick up useful tips to
manage Chinese classes. On the other, the Chinese instructors can foresee challenges in teaching Western management knowhow.”Academy of Management Learning & Education '
This book assembles multi-disciplinary contributions to delve deeper into ReThinking Management. The first part provides some
foundational considerations and inspirations. Further chapters offer more specific links to the arts and creativity sectors as well as
empirical research and case reflections. ReThinking Management pursues the main idea that management theory is not merely a
sub-discipline of economics, but rather a cross-disciplinary and critical field of research and practice, with a decidedly cultural
perspective. While questioning the status and practices of conventional management, the book opens up for new understandings,
turns and perspectives.
This book helps readers develop a comprehensive understanding of diagnostics for strategic decision-making, with a focus on a
method called rapid due diligence. This method presents a compelling solution to the need for effective diagnostics, drawing on
academic rigor, critical thinking, systems dynamics, and advanced practicum to enable sound strategic decision-making. Guiding
the reader through the six stages of the process from discovery, through analysis, synthesis, and interpretation, Thompsen
engages all typical postgraduate disciplines in producing insights for practical application. Drawing on similarities with applied
social science research, the rapid due diligence method is supported with scores of techniques, tools, instructions, guidelines,
practical advice, and examples. Detailed cases and abbreviated examples of a variety of real strategic situations are provided from
organizations operating in North America, Europe, Asia, India, and Australia. Ideal for graduate students, organizational leaders,
and decision makers, this book is designed to invite deeper understanding and practical application of a strategic diagnostic
process that discovers insights for achieving positive results.

Packed with insights and brainstorming exercises for establishing the McKinsey mind-set, this book is an in-depth
guidebook for applying McKinsey methods in any industry and organizational environment.Taking a step-by-step
approach, The McKinsey Mind looks at the McKinsey mystique from every angle. Owners, executives, consultants, and
team leaders can look to this comprehensive treatment for ways to:Follow McKinsey's MECE (mutually exclusive,
collectively exhaustive) line of attack Frame business problems to make them susceptible to rigorous fact-based analysis
Use the same fact-based analysisin conjunction with gut instinctto make strategic decisions Conduct meaningful
interviews and effectively summarize the content of those interviews Analyze the data to find out the so what Clearly
communicate fact-based solutions to all pertinent decision makers Capture and manage the knowledge in any
organization to maximize its value
????????????????????6000???,???2000???????,??????????????,??????????????????????????
The third volume in the internationally bestselling McKinsey Trilogy, The McKinsey Engagement is an action guide to
realizing the consistently high level of business solutions achieved by the experts at the world’s most respected
consulting firms. Former consultant Dr. Paul Friga distills the guiding principles first presented in the bestselling The
McKinsey Way and the tested-in-the-trenches methodologies outlined in The McKinsey Mind, and combines them with
many of the principles and procedures implemented by the military and other organizations. The result is nothing less
than the business equivalent of a Special Forces Field Manual. True to its stated goal of arming consultants and
corporate problem solvers with a blueprint for achieving consistently phenomenal results, The McKinsey Engagement is
short on theory and long on action. Each chapter focuses on one element in the celebrated TEAM FOCUS problemsolving model and features a concise discussion of a key concept or principle, followed by: Clear rules of engagement A
set of operating tactics Sophisticated problem solving tools Easy-to-follow action steps Exercises, checklists, and training
tips War stories and best practices case studies A toolkit for bringing clarity, discipline, and purpose to all your problemsolving and change management initiatives, The McKinsey Engagement is an indispensable guide for consultants, as
well as for executives, managers, students, and corporate trainers.
???????????,???????????????
Providing a timely contribution to the ongoing questions surrounding topics which are by definition subject to varying
stakeholder interpretations, this book addresses “the missing link” between theoretical CSR concepts and everyday
management practice. It acts as a guide to awaken managers to the advantages of adopting a CSR “mindset” when
developing sustainable business strategies. The book consists of three parts: 1) A theoretical realm which establishes the
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key concepts and rationale for the adoption of a sustainable CSR approach, 2) A practical realm which addresses putting
CSR and sustainability into business practice, 3) An educational realm which proposes how to incorporate the concepts
into teaching and training.
For operations managers, running a smooth and efficient organization is more crucial than ever -- and it's more difficult,
too. Fortunately, there's a secret to success: a proven approach and toolset that can help operations managers free up
resources, eliminate unnecessary meetings, and get more done faster. The approach is named "The Power of
Completion," and the tools have been honed by expert project managers through decades of experience. In The
Operations Manager's Toolbox, operations manager and PMP-certified project manager Randal Wilson shows how to
apply the Project Management (PM) discipline to completing the crucial "smaller" tasks that can help the organization
quickly drive substantial improvements in efficiency and performance. ¿ The Encyclopedia of Operations Management is
the perfect "field manual" for every supply chain or operations management practitioner and student. The field's only
single-volume reference, it's uniquely convenient and uniquely affordable. With nearly 1,500 well-organized definitions, it
can help students quickly map all areas of operations and supply chain management, and prepare for case discussions,
exams, and job interviews. For instructors, it serves as an invaluable desk reference and teaching aid that goes far
beyond typical dictionaries. For working managers, it offers a shared language, with insights for improving any process
and supporting any training program. ¿ It thoroughly covers: accounting, customer service, distribution, e-business,
economics, finance, forecasting, human resources, industrial engineering, industrial relations, inventory management,
healthcare management, Lean Sigma/Six Sigma, lean thinking, logistics, maintenance engineering, management
information systems, marketing/sales, new product development, operations research, organizational
behavior/management, personal time management, production planning and control, purchasing, reliability engineering,
quality management, service management, simulation, statistics, strategic management, systems engineering, supply
and supply chain management, theory of constraints, transportation, and warehousing. Multiple figures, graphs,
equations, Excel formulas, VBA scripts, and references support both learning and application.
"This book offers disparate yet important perspectives of various information professionals pertaining to recruitment,
retention and career development of individuals within organizations"--Provided by publisher.
This book addresses the underlying foundational elements, both theoretical and methodological, of sponsored search. As
such, the contents are less affected by the ever-changing implementation aspects of technology. Rather than focusing on
the how, this book examines what causes the how. Why do certain keywords work, while others do not? Why does that
ad work well, when others that are similar do not? Why does a key phrase cost a given amount? Why do we measure
what we do in keyword advertising? This book speaks to that curiosity to understand why we do what we do in sponsored
search. The content flows through the major components of any sponsored search effort, regardless of the underlying
technology or client or product. The book addresses keywords, ads, consumers, pricing, competitors, analytics, branding,
marketing and advertising, integrating these separate components into an incorporated whole. The focus is on the critical
elements, with ample illustrations and with enough detail to lead the interested reader to further inquiry.
Consultants are playing an increasingly important role in the challenging world of nonprofits. Yet despite the demand for
consulting services, nonprofit professionals often lack the necessary insight into how best to choose and work with a
consultant. Nonprofit Consulting Essentials is a vital resource both for nonprofit leaders selecting and working with a
consultant to guarantee the best use of their agency’s resources, as well as consultants seeking a clear understanding
of the more subtle dynamics that define a successful consulting practice working with social sector organizations.
Drawing on Penelope Cagney’s years of experience as a top-level nonprofit consultant, Nonprofit Consulting Essentials
is filled with keen insights and in-depth interviews with the founders and leaders of influential consulting firms.
Throughout the book, Cagney outlines a number of concrete consulting strategies that can serve as additional tools for
managers seeking to resolve complex organizational development issues. Nonprofit Consulting Essentials also offers
recommendations to nonprofit leaders and consultants to make their relationship the best it can be. Once a solid alliance
is formed, they can tackle complex organizational challenges together, such as fundraising and marketing, governance
and management, and organizational development. Cagney explores what it takes to make the consulting experience a
success and covers vital topics such as: the key differences between consulting with nonprofits versus for-profit
organizations, the primary areas of nonprofit consultation, making the consulting relationship work, the special ethical
considerations of consulting in the sector, and understanding emerging trends in consulting. Nonprofit Consulting
Essentials reviews the best practices and thinking in the nonprofit consulting practice, providing leaders and consultants
a way to ensure a robust organization in the future.
Have you ever solved problems which then recur again and again? Have you ever thought about the benefits you may
have from learning a practical approach to clarify complex scenarios? Do you know the rule to build up effective
countermeasures? APS is now in its second edition with more content and more examples. Aps is the Methodology of
Problem Solving which combines an easy application to real problems and an outstanding effectiveness in finding reliable
solutions to avoid the same problems from recurring in the future. The book takes the readers through the methodology
by directly working on their own problems, with a lot of real examples and useful check points. Applied Problem Solving
collects years of experience of those who have had to use and adapt methods of problem solving in order to achieve
operational excellence and management successes. This whole experience has been transformed into a robust mental
pathway full of insights, ideas and innovative models useful to apply the art of Problem Solving. The application of
Problem Solving needs innovative approaches and methods that this volume aims to present in a clear, concise and
effective way, also with the aid of several case studies borrowed from different real every-day life scenarios.
Hone your management strategy and skills for long-term success—the McKinsey Way Two books in one eBook package!
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The international bestseller The McKinsey Way provides a through-the-keyhole look at McKinsey & Company, the
world’s leading management consulting firm. The McKinsey Mind reveals the hands-on secrets behind the firm’s
success—and explains how executives from any industry can use those tactics to be more proactive and successful in
their day-to-day decision-making. Now, McKinsey Management Techniques combines both books into a single ebook—so
you can access valuable management lessons of this legendary firm wherever and whenever you have your eBook
reader. The McKinsey Way—INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER Get an inside look at how the secretive McKinsey works its
magic—and learn how to emulate the firm's well-honed practices in problem solving, communication, and management.
This detailed guide teaches you how to think about business problems, solve them, and approach every aspect of a task
the McKinsey way. Learn how to: Recruit and mold elite consultants Sell without “selling" Jumpstart research and make
brainstorming more productive Keep a team at the top its game Create and deliver powerful presentations The McKinsey
Mind The McKinsey Mind reveal the ways in which McKinsey consultants consistently deliver their magic—and how you
can apply their lessons to achieve exceptional results in companies from 10 employees to 10,000. Packed with insights
and brainstorming exercises for honing your “McKinsey mindset,” this in-depth guidebook helps you: Frame business
problems to make them susceptible to rigorous fact-based analysis Use the same fact-based analysis—in conjunction with
gut instinct—to make strategic decisions Conduct meaningful interviews and summarize the content of those interviews
Analyze the data to find out the "so what" Clearly communicate fact-based solutions to all pertinent decision makers
Capture and manage the knowledge in any organization to maximize its value
A brand new collection of world-class supply chain design solutions… 3 authoritative books, now in a convenient e-format,
at a great price! 3 authoritative eBooks deliver state-of-the-art guidance for designing and optimizing highly competitive
global supply chains! This unique 3 eBook package will help you design state-of-the-art supply chains that deliver rapid,
quantifiable, and sustainable competitive advantage. The Encyclopedia of Operations Management is the perfect singlevolume "field manual" for every supply chain or operations management practitioner and student. Nearly 1,500 wellorganized, up-to-date definitions cover every facet of supply chain design, planning, management, and optimization.
Next, in Reinventing the Supply Chain Life Cycle, Marc J. Schniederjans and Stephen B. LeGrand show how to optimize
supply chains throughout their entire lifecycle: creation, growth, maturity, and decline! Reflecting up-to-the-minute "in-thetrenches" experience and pioneering research, this book illuminates the complex transformational processes associated
with managing complex supply chains that incorporate multiple products and services within ever-changing networks.
They walk you through: starting, creating, and building new supply chains; realigning them for growth; adjusting to
dynamic change, readjusting networks, building flexibility, and managing new risks. Next, they offer practical, realistic
guidance for realigning "mature" supply chains, innovating, controlling costs; and smoothly managing declining demand.
Throughout, they offer invaluable insights, tools, and examples for negotiation, performance measurement, anticipating
change, improving agility, meeting commitments to social responsibility and the law; and more. Finally, in Supply Chain
Network Design, four leading IBM and Northwestern University experts show how to use strategic supply chain network
design to achieve dramatic new savings. They integrate rigorous principles and practical applications to help you select
the right number, location, territory, and size of warehouses, plants, and production lines; and optimize the flow of all
products through even the most complex global supply chain. You’ll find better ways to decide what (and where) to
manufacture internally; and which products to outsource (and to whom). You’ll get help managing cost vs. service-level
tradeoffs; using analytics to improve decision-making; and re-optimizing regularly for even more savings. Whatever your
role in supply chain design, this collection will help you systematically optimize performance, customer value, and
profitability. From world-renowned supply chain experts Arthur V. Hill, Marc J. Schniederjans, Stephen B. LeGrand,
Michael Watson, Sara Lewis, Peter Cacioppi, and Jay Jayaraman
Here’s the one-minute description of TQW: You have a Big Question of some kind. You know it’s a Big Question
because it’s keeping you up at night, the outcome is important, and you don’t have a ready answer. There are four
stages you need to go through to answer a Big Question. I don’t know where you are in the process; so let me describe
the four stages. The first stage involves fully understanding your situation and your motives for wanting to resolve the
question that comes from being in that situation. The second stage involves separating yourself from the situation you are
in. You cannot resolve a situation if you see yourself as part of it. You have to gain perspective by separating yourself
from your situation in as many ways as possible. The third stage involves letting go of something that keeps you attached
to, and subject to, the situation you are in. Something is holding you back. Some fear, some projection of implications,
some belief about what is possible and what is not possible. Something. As long as you hold onto these things they will
hold you back. Fourth, you need to perceive new possibilities for resolving your Big Question. For various reasons, you
are not able to see alternative resolutions today. You need to reframe your question in a way that will enable you to apply
the substantial resources you have to address each and every part of the question. If you have a Big Question, you are
stuck at one of those four stages. At which stage are you stuck? McClellan provides a complete roadmap for getting from
the question you have to the question you need to answer. Dither no longer. Commit to the Total Question Workout.
Address the Big Question you need to answer to take charge of running your business or your life. You can move
forward. But first, you have to take the next step.
This is the perfect "field manual" for every supply chain or operations management practitioner and student. The field's
only single-volume reference, it's uniquely convenient and uniquely affordable. With nearly 1,500 well-organized
definitions, it can help students quickly map all areas of operations and supply chain management, and prepare for case
discussions, exams, and job interviews. For instructors, it serves as an invaluable desk reference and teaching aid that
goes far beyond typical dictionaries. For working managers, it offers a shared language, with insights for improving any
process and supporting any training program. It thoroughly covers: accounting, customer service, distribution, ePage 6/7
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business, economics, finance, forecasting, human resources, industrial engineering, industrial relations, inventory
management, healthcare management, Lean Sigma/Six Sigma, lean thinking, logistics, maintenance engineering,
management information systems, marketing/sales, new product development, operations research, organizational
behavior/management, personal time management, production planning and control, purchasing, reliability engineering,
quality management, service management, simulation, statistics, strategic management, systems engineering, supply
and supply chain management, theory of constraints, transportation, and warehousing. Multiple figures, graphs,
equations, Excel formulas, VBA scripts, and references support both learning and application. "... this work should be
useful as a desk reference for operations management faculty and practitioners, and it would be highly valuable for
undergraduates learning the basic concepts and terminology of the field." Reprinted with permission from CHOICE
http://www.cro2.org, copyright by the American Library Association.
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